
DIS no.2-1934 Notes and News 

The following dwing 
racrosents an actual 
size cross section of 
the othorising bottle 
used in our laboratory. 
The design is a slight 
modification of an 
early Bridge’s design. 
Ether is coured in 
thru the bottom hole. 
A few drops suffice 
for one hourts work. 
Specifications: 
Funnel: White onamal-
ed. 1/8 civart improved 
funnel manufactured 
by the VollratCo., 
Sh.eboygan, Wis, ob-
tainable in hardware 
stores or could.be ’or-
dered thru a hardware 
store. Top 	cut off 
to fit th culture 
bottle and bottom out 
off to fit the glass 
vessel. Cost 30-40 
cents. Glass 
Can be made by any 

Q We order it from Eck & Krebs, 131 West, 
:24 Street, New York, at 50 cents a piece. 

H J. Muller 	Ethorising -’ .The type which I have found most 
bottle. 	 practical all round (and at the 

same time the easiest to con- 
struct, repair and clean) consists of a glass containing- ,. 
vessel (whose shape may be chosen according to the convn-
ience of the operator), into the neck of which is firmly fit-
ted, preferably through the mediation of a hollowed-out cork, 
a funnel, preferably of metal, with an upper and wide enough 
to fit against the mouth of the widest-mouthed culture ves-
sel used. To the narrow end of the funnel, below, a large 
golatine capsule of the same diameter, and containing numer-
ous fine needle-holes, is glued on. In the space between the 
bottom of the suspended capsule and the bottom of the con-
taining vessel is packed a mass of dense cotton, (which must 
not touch the capsule). Flies go in and out through the same 
opening, without mar4pulation of any stocc::s being neces-
sary and are quickly othorised by the diffusing ether. The 
ether used need usually be added to , tho bottle but.,oncea 
day, as a minimum is lost (an advantage both econothically and 

ysiologica1ly). If desired, glass can of course be substi-
cuted for the gelatine, but the latter has considerable dura-
bility and the ether can be poured in directly through the 
gelatine sieve. The latter is later Wiped quite dry with a 
paint brush. 

62. 	 Technical Notes 

M. Demerec 	Etherising bottle. 
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